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Cisco DNA Center FAQ

**Q** What is Cisco DNA Center?

Cisco DNA Center is the network management system, foundational controller, and analytics platform at the heart of Cisco’s intent-based network. Beyond device management and configuration, Cisco DNA Center gives IT teams the ability to control access through policies using Software-Defined Access (SD-Access), automatically provision through Cisco DNA Automation, virtualize devices through Cisco® Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), and lower security risks through segmentation and Encrypted Traffic Analysis (ETA). Furthermore, Cisco DNA Assurance collects streaming telemetry from devices around the network to help ensure alignment of network operation with business intent. In doing this, Cisco DNA Assurance optimizes network performance, enforces network policies, and reduces time spent on mundane troubleshooting tasks. Cisco DNA Center Platform provides 360-degree extensibility with a broad ecosystem of partners and ISVs that allow you to make your network agile and fully in tune with your business priorities. Cisco’s DNA Center is the only centralized network management system to bring all of this functionality into a single pane of glass.

**Q** What is Cisco’s vision behind Cisco DNA Center?

Cisco set out to build the network of the future—a closed-loop system that’s self-learning, self-correcting, and self-contained, delivering true intent-based networking. Cisco DNA Center is a single touch point on top of the network that abstracts the complexity of the network underneath.

- **Hide complexity:** Cisco DNA Center hides the complexity of manual operation that made the network difficult to operate, error-prone, inefficient, and nonscalable, so that the network is easy and efficient to operate at scale.
- **Break silos:** Cisco DNA Center breaks the traditional silos of wired, wireless, and WAN, and enables the network to be operated as a cohesive whole.
- **Enable cross-domain interworking:** Cisco DNA Center connects with campus, data center, security, collaboration, and other domains to enable smooth cross-domain interworking.
- **Bridge to the past:** Cisco DNA Center seamlessly bridges your current and future networks by supporting both new and existing deployments.
What are the key features of Cisco DNA Center?

Cisco DNA Center’s key functions can be described as:

- **Automation**: Fully automate the network infrastructure based on one policy across the entire access network with Software-Defined Access (SD-Access), acting as a single fabric. Accelerate branch deployments with Software-Defined WAN (SD-WAN). Simplify and scale operations by automating day-to-day configuration, provisioning, and troubleshooting.

- **Assurance**: Proactively predict performance through machine learning to correlate user, device, and application data for contextual business and operational insights. Identify issues and provide actionable insight to deliver better, more personalized experiences.

- **Platform**: Cisco DNA Center provides an open, extensible platform that Cisco partners can use to create value-added applications that build on the native capabilities of Cisco DNA Center. Such applications can simplify IT workflows, integrate with other technologies such as WAN and data center, and even interact with third-party network equipment.

What is Cisco DNA Automation?

Cisco DNA Automation refers to the simplified deployment and automated configuration of network devices based on policies. It is also used for operations to create, change, update, or delete network services.

What is Cisco DNA Assurance?

Cisco DNA Assurance is a fundamental solution within Cisco DNA Center that enables IT to get rich context for the user-to-application experience with historical, real-time, and predictive insights across users, devices, applications, and the network. With telemetry capabilities across the broadest sources of inputs, IT can proactively monitor and be notified of network conditions that require attention, helping ensure that the network operation is delivering on the intent of services, policies, and security.

What kind of data does Cisco DNA Center collect, how does it use the data, where does it keep the data, and for how long does it keep the data?

Cisco DNA Center collects data from several different sources and protocols, including traceroute, syslog, NetFlow, Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA), routers, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Telnet, wireless devices, Command-Line Interface (CLI), Object IDs (OIDs), IP SLA, DNS, ping, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), IP Address Management (IPAM), MIB, Cisco Connected Mobile Experiences (CMX), and AppDynamics. The greater breadth and depth of data collection allows Cisco DNA Center to give a clearer picture of the state of the network, clients, and applications. This data is kept on the Cisco DNA Center appliance and is not transported to any other server or to the cloud. It is available for a period of 14 days.
What analytic functions does Cisco DNA Center provide?
The most common analytic functions enabled by the wealth of data collected are increased visibility, proactive troubleshooting, and guided remediation. Visibility into network operations is enhanced by the breadth of data collected from several sources and placed into a single consistent view. “Network time travel” in which the exact conditions in the past can be examined to determine the root cause of any trouble helps in proactive troubleshooting, where any fleeting situations can be caught and resolved before they can become major problems. Finally, Cisco has put its 30 years of networking experience into Cisco DNA Center and is able to provide step-by-step instructions for solving problems ranging from wireless degradation to a lack of sufficient WAN bandwidth.

How can Cisco DNA Center accelerate organizations’ digital transformation?
By making networks more virtualized and programmable, Cisco DNA Center allows quick changes so as to keep enterprise networks in sync with business process requirements, allowing quick introductions, modifications, and deletions of business applications. Cisco DNA Center exposes APIs that enable integration with external applications. Using these APIs, these applications can further automate networks to keep pace with changing business needs. This is particularly useful to organizations that are transforming themselves digitally and require their networks to be agile and support rapid changes.

What makes Cisco DNA Center extensible?
Cisco DNA Center Platform offers several types of integrations that can be used to develop external applications that build business value by extending core Cisco DNA Center capabilities. These integrations are classified as:

- **Integration APIs** that enable integration of Cisco and third-party IT and network systems for streamlining IT operations across domains that were previously silos
- **Multivendor Software Development Kits (SDKs)** that allow interaction with network equipment from different vendors

How do you define APIs, SDKs, and adapters used in Cisco DNA Center Platform?
Cisco DNA Center Platform exposes intent-based Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs that allow external applications to invoke native automation and assurance services within Cisco DNA Center programmatically. These APIs simplify the process of creating workflows that consolidate multiple network actions and allow users to move away from doing repetitive tasks and towards creating value-added solutions.

Integration APIs are also REST APIs that are used to create adapters whose purpose is to connect Cisco DNA Center with external services as a means for data exchange. Using process adapters, you can connect Cisco DNA Center with IT and network system processes such as ITSM, IPAM, and reporting systems for the exchange of operating information as a means to improve workflows. Similarly, cross-domain adapter allow integration with other infrastructure domains such as data center, WAN, and security to deliver a consistent intent-based infrastructure across the entire IT environment.
Cisco DNA Center uses device-specific entities called device packs to communicate with various network elements. SDKs provide the framework on which new device packs can be built. Building new device packs can extend Cisco DNA Center to manage third-party devices.

Figure 1 illustrates the role that Intent-based APIs, Integration APIs, and SDKs play and the extensions they make possible with Cisco DNA Center Platform.

**Figure 1.** Using Cisco DNA Center Platform intent-based APIs, integration APIs, and SDKs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT and network system process adapters</th>
<th>Business and network intent APIs</th>
<th>Cross-domain adapters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ServiceNow</td>
<td>ITSM</td>
<td>Application Policy Assurance Wireless Provisioning Plug-n-Play Topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infoblox</td>
<td>IPAM</td>
<td>Software Image Management (SWIM) Network Inventory/Discovery Command Runner Template Programmer eNFV Provisioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tableau</td>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Third-party SDKs**
- Map third-party network devices to data model
- Level 1 operations support: discovery, inventory, topology, availability, health score
What are the potential benefits of Cisco DNA Center extensibility?

Cisco DNA Center extensibility offers many benefits, such as:

• Streamlining of IT operations by integrating networking into the IT process.
• Moving resources from low-value administrative tasks to high-value policy orchestration and business-enabling tasks.
• Continuous alignment of the network to meet business needs.
• Investment protection that will grow with your organization’s changing needs and expanding business opportunities.

How does Cisco DNA Center integrate with Cisco Stealthwatch®?

Cisco Stealthwatch provides continuous real-time monitoring of, and pervasive views into, all network traffic. Stealthwatch can identify a wide range of attacks, including malware, zero-day attacks, Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attempts, advanced persistent threats (APTs), and insider threats. Stealthwatch can also help you detect potential threats within encrypted traffic via Encrypted Traffic Analytics (ETA). Cisco DNA Automation can detect and enable ETA devices and send ETA and other telemetry to Stealthwatch. Cisco DNA Assurance enables you to view ETA threat detections right from the dashboard.

How does Cisco DNA Center participate in cross-domain policy integration?

Building a common policy framework across the otherwise siloed technologies of campus/branch, SD-WAN, data center, and native clouds presents a challenge to enterprises, since traditionally each technology domain has defined and enforced its own access and service policies. This can lead to inconsistencies and possible security and compliance violations. Cisco SD-Access solution consisting of Cisco DNA Center and Cisco Identity Services Engine, defines and exchanges group-based policies with Cisco ACI, which ensures consistent access control policy application between campus, branch, and datacenter, and protects sensitive data and critical applications.

How does Cisco DNA Center work with but differ from other network management systems?

Cisco DNA Center truly provides a single-pane-of-glass control for your enterprise network. It combines basic network management functions with integrations with Cisco Stealthwatch, Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE), and Cisco Meraki®, so that organizations can benefit from simplicity.

I have a Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller Enterprise Module (APIC-EM) installation that controls my network. How can I migrate to Cisco DNA Center?

Cisco offers an upgrade path to Cisco DNA Center for current APIC-EM users. Not only are all APIC-EM capabilities included in Cisco DNA Center, but APIC-EM configurations can be imported into Cisco DNA Center for a seamless migration process. After migration to Cisco DNA Center, APIC-EM users will also benefit from many additional features such as Cisco DNA Assurance and Cisco DNA Center Platform.
How does Cisco DNA Center work with Cisco Prime® Infrastructure?
Cisco Prime Infrastructure 3.5 Update 2 includes a Cisco DNA Center coexistence feature that allows users to export data from Cisco Prime Infrastructure to Cisco DNA Center. The two management and control systems can be operated in parallel in order for IT teams to train and get familiar with Cisco DNA Center before a complete system migration is performed. Teams can begin to migrate as soon as they are comfortable with the new paradigm for automation, assurance, and security that Cisco DNA Center offers. The data that can be exported from Cisco Prime Infrastructure to Cisco DNA Center includes sites and their hierarchy along with floor maps, wireless map settings, access point placements, devices, and Connected Mobile Experiences (CMX) settings. The existing infrastructure managed by Cisco Prime Infrastructure can be exported to Cisco DNA Center to enable the Assurance functionality.

What does Cisco DNA Center mean for service providers?
The Cisco DNA Center with its intent-based APIs represents a large opportunity for service providers to add greater value to their business customers by creating and delivering managed business service offers in an effective, differentiable, and profitable way.

What types of managed service might a service provider offer using Cisco DNA Center?
Cisco has a rich portfolio in SD-Access which extends across the LAN, wireless infrastructure, and IoT infrastructure that an enterprise client will typically have or planning. A service provider can take this portfolio to create and deliver a Managed SD-Access Service using Cisco DNA Center as the domain controller. The REST APIs in the Cisco DNA Center enable the service provider to manage the service from their operations centers, including all the necessary provisioning, service assurance, and security. A range of managed service offers could be conceived for a service provider such as, but not limited to, Managed Wi-Fi, Managed LAN, Managed Surveillance, Managed Campus, Managed SD-Branch.

How does a service provider support multiservice and multitenancy with Cisco DNA Center?
A service provider would deploy Cisco DNA Center as a domain controller in or near the enterprise site receiving the managed service. Cisco DNA Center, through its intent-based APIs, easily integrates into the SP management systems. The recommended solution from Cisco is that such integration be done via the Cisco Managed Services Accelerator (MSX), formerly the Virtual Managed Services (VMS) software platform. MSX provides a single point of integration with the OSS/BSS and inherently supports multiple services, such as SD-WAN and SD-Branch, multitenancy across multiple enterprise clients, and the ability to orchestrate multivendor gear. MSX provides full rebranding for the service provider, and both operations and end-customer portals for visibility and control.

Are any Cisco Services available for Cisco DNA Center?
As your intent-based networking journey continues, Cisco Services helps you extract relevant network data and insights with customized software and integrations that simplify network operations and lower operating costs. In support of Cisco DNA Center and Cisco DNA Center Platform capabilities, Cisco Services provides advisory, implementation, software integration, optimization, solution support, technical training, and managed services. Our Cisco Services experts will help you achieve extraordinary business outcomes and anticipate change so you can pivot quickly, securely, and confidently.

Are specific professional services available to help me design and implement Cisco DNA Center?
The Cisco DNA Center Advise and Implement service helps ensure rapid deployment of Cisco DNA Center for simplified control of wired and wireless environments and intent-based networking across the campus, branch, and WAN. Taking an architectural approach to policy automation and assurance, Cisco experts work with your IT staff to develop a business strategy and use case requirements for Cisco DNA Center. Validated custom designs reduce deployment risk, and proven best practices, tools, and methodologies result in implementation success. Cisco experts work with you to extend
the value of Cisco DNA Center with third-party software integration and customized feature enhancements. Using Cisco DNA Center Platform extensibility, this service helps you integrate Cisco DNA Center with IT and business systems for greater IT efficiency.

**What kind of technical support is available to support my solution?**
Cisco Solution Support is a best-in-class technical service that provides the right kind of support for your Cisco DNA ecosystem. Solution Support includes Cisco product support and is essential for the Cisco DNA Center appliance. Your team of solution experts provides centralized support and addresses the Cisco DNA environment as a whole, resolving solution-level issues on average 43 percent more quickly than product support alone to help you maintain reliability and increase ROI.

**How do I purchase Cisco DNA Center?**
The Cisco DNA Center software image (ISO) is shipped with a Cisco DNA Center appliance ready for installation. Please refer to the ordering guide.

**How can developers learn about Cisco DNA Center Platform’s Intent-based APIs, Integration APIs, and SDKs for device packs?**
DevNet, Cisco’s 500,000-strong developer community provides the tools, documentation, APIs, SDKs and use cases needed for you to get hands-on with Cisco DNA Center Platform.

- Learn the platform capabilities and APIs with DevNet Learning Tracks
- Code on real kit with the DevNet Sandbox
- Leverage code from the community with DevNet Code Exchange
- Build solutions with the DevNet Ecosystem Exchange
- Connect with the DevNet Community
- See [https://developer.cisco.com/dnacenter](https://developer.cisco.com/dnacenter)

**Where can I get more information on Cisco DNA Center?**
[https://www.cisco.com/go/dnacenter](https://www.cisco.com/go/dnacenter)